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Company Description 

Knovos, a leading technology company founded in 2002, solves complex information management 

challenges for world’s largest law firms, corporations, and some of the prestigious government 
agencies. 

 

In its two decades’ journey of “value-focused” innovations, Knovos has developed 45+ enterprise-

grade technology solutions. End-to-end eDiscovery, Information Governance, Legal Hold, Legal 

Case Management, Content Collaboration, Arbitration Management, and Contract Management 

are some of the most commonly adopted solutions by legal industry. 

 

To chase the new-age data challenges in this digital-first world, Knovos integrates Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning technologies in its solutions.  

 

Knovos technologies drive innovation at the workplace, safeguard enterprise data, and improve 

data discoverability. It fosters data-driven decision making for customers. 

 

With offices across three continents and exceptional customer service, Knovos is recognized 

as the most trusted technology partner for legal industry. Visit Knovos website for latest updates, 

interesting customer stories, and more. 

Vendor Offerings 

eDiscovery: Knovos delivers an end-to-end eDiscovery experience that covers data processing, 

ECA, document review, analytics, and production. It has built-in TAR and AI-powered analytics for 

accelerating the review process. 

 

Legal Case Management: A holistic legal case or matter management solution for law firms and 

enterprise legal teams. It can adapt existing workflow. Manage tasks, priorities, and resources to 

improve service delivery and minimize the friction. 

Legal Holds Management: The solution enables enterprise legal teams to manage the entire legal 

hold workflow from issuing legal hold to preservation under a single unified platform. Automated 

escalation, email reminder, and questionnaire template library to reduce the human hours in legal 

hold process. 

Information Governance: A future-ready solution for mitigating privacy risks and staying on top of 

all your regulatory compliance, litigation readiness, and GDPR response. It enables IT and 

Compliance team to gain complete control and visibility over enterprise data. 

 

Secured Document Collaboration: A secured collaborative space for your dynamic workforce 

working anywhere. It facilitates document exchange, editing, and approval under a controlled 

environment. Virtual Deal Room for M&A, Due Diligence, Legal Document Management (LDMS) 

are common use cases for legal.  
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Arbitration Management: A single unified platform is a secured collaboration workspace for all 

the case related documents and activities. Advanced search, file-sharing, and trial bundling are 

some of the core capabilities of Knovos Arbitration Management Solution.  

 

Contract Management: Enterprise-grade CLM (Contract Lifecycle Management) solution 

streamlines the process and provides complete control and visibility across the sheer number of 

contracts.  

 

DSAR Response: Knovos helps enterprise Legal team to fast-track the DSAR response. Identification 

& mapping of PII, redaction of other PIIs or IP, and production could be hassle-free using Knovos 

solutions. 
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